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Photo No. 1
Courtesy: Equitable Life
View: Artist's drawing
showing front (west) facade
and south side, circa 1915
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Photo No. 2
Photo by: George R. Adams, AASLH
Negative at: Historic Sites Survey
Date: November 1976
View: Front (west) facade and south side.
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Photo No. 3
Photo by: George R. Adams, AASLH
Negative at: Historic Sites Survey
Date: November 1976
View: North side and front (west) facade.
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Photo No. 4
Photo by: George R. Adams, AASLH
Negative at: Historic Sites Survey
Date: November 1976
View: Portion of north side
and west (front) facade.
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Photo No. 5
Photo by: George R. Adams, AASLH
Negative at: Historic Sites Survey
Date: November 1976
View: Portion of east (rear) facade.
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Photo No. 6
Photo by: George R. Adams, AASLH
Negative at: Historic Sites Survey
Date: November 1976
View: Arcade, west to east.